If your chiller will be exposed to corrosive environments such as coastal applications or harsh industrial environments, then **E-Coating** your condenser coils and heat exchangers would be an excellent consideration.

More Advantages of E-Coat...

- Coil useful life is 3-5 times longer than the life of an uncoated coil in the same location and environment.
- Reduced maintenance, replacement and operating costs
- Corrosion protection with complete coverage of metallic surfaces and sharp edges.
- Uniform film thickness from the outside fin edges to the deepest and most recessed areas internally.
- Flexibility means that bent fins can be straightened with no cracking or flaking of coating.
- Thermal conductivity is not measurably diminished compared with uncoated coil.

Have more questions?
*Call or email:* [info@jmchillers.com](mailto:info@jmchillers.com)